In this paper we propose and study a generic variance reduction approach. The proposed method is based on minimization of the empirical variance over a suitable class of zero mean control functionals. We discuss several possibilities of constructing zero mean control functionals and present the corresponding convergence analysis. Finally, a simulation study showing the numerical efficiency of the proposed approach is presented.
Introduction
Monte Carlo integration typically has an error variance of the form σ 2 /n, where n is a sample size. We can make the variance smaller by using a larger value of n. Alternatively, we can reduce σ instead of increasing the sample size n. To this end, one can try to construct a new Monte Carlo problem with the same expectation as the original one but with a lower variance σ. Methods to do this are known as variance reduction techniques. Variance reduction plays an important role in Monte Carlo and Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods. Classical introductions to many of the variance reduction techniques can be found in [2] , [10] and [5] .
Specifically, suppose that we wish to compute E := E [f (X)], where X is a random vector-valued in X ⊆ R d with a density π and f : X → R with f ∈ L 2 (π). The idea of the so-called control variates method for variance reduction is to find a cheaply computable random variable ξ with E[ξ] = 0 and E[ξ 2 ] < ∞, such that the variance of the r.v. f (X)−ξ is minimized. If we fix a set of random variables Ξ with a desired property that E[ξ] = 0 for any ξ ∈ Ξ, one can consider the following optimization problem (1) inf ξ∈Ξ Var (f (X) − ξ) .
However, there are two fundamental issues related to this approach. The first problem is how to find and constructively describe the classes Ξ of control variates ξ satisfying E[ξ] = 0. The second problem is how to solve the optimization problem (1) numerically, as usually the variance of the random variable f (X) −ξ can not be computed analytically.
In fact one can always replace the unknown variance by its empirical counterpart
where X 1 , . . . , X n is a Monte Carlo sample from π and ξ 1 , . . . , ξ n are i.i.d. random variables distributed as ξ. Let us note that in the case of a linear class Ξ = span{η 1 , . . . , η m } for some natural m, the problem (1) transforms to Cov(η i , η j ) α * j = Cov(η i , f (X)), i = 1, . . . , m.
In the case of general (nonlinear) classes of control variates ξ, the optimization problem (1) has no explicit solution and one has to approximate it by minimising the empirical variance V n over these classes. The complexity of the first problem, i.e., the problem of finding classes Ξ of control variates ξ satisfying E[ξ] = 0 essentially depends on the degree of our knowledge on π. For example, if π is analytically known and satisfies some regularity conditions, one can apply the well-known technique of polynomial interpolation to construct control variates enjoying some optimality properties (see [4] and references therein). Alternatively, if an orthonormal system in L 2 (π) is analytically available, then one can build control variates ξ as finite sums of the corresponding basis functions. Furthermore, if π is known only up to a normalizing constant (which is often the case in Bayesian statistics), one can apply the recent approach of [9] (see also [8] ) suggesting the control variates which depend only on π ′ (x)/π(x). In particular, the authors in [9] introduced a class of control variates of the form (2) for some smooth functions φ = (φ 1 , . . . , φ d ) : X → R d . Under reasonably weak conditions on φ and π, E[ζ φ (X)] = 0. In some situations π is unknown analytically, but X can be represented as a function of simple random variables with known distribution. Such a situation arises, for example, in the case of functionals of the discretised diffusion processes. In this case the Wiener chaos-type decomposition can be used to construct control variates with nice properties, see [1] . Finally, one can always consider control functionals of the form
where X n+1 , . . . , X n+m is an additional i.i.d. sample from π of size m ≪ n. In order to compare different variance reduction approaches, one has to study their complexity, i.e. the number of numerical operations needed to achieve a prescribed magnitude of the resulting variance. The contribution of this paper is twofold. On the one hand, we study the generic empirical variance minimization (EVM) algorithm
where G is a class of functions from X ⊆ R d to R such that E[g(X)] = E and
We show that, under some conditions, the rate of the excess variance up to Var [ g n (X)|X 1 , . . . , X n ] − Var(f (X)) = O P 1 n holds and this is the best possible rate one can achieve in general. The convergence rate O P 1 n is usually referred to as the fast convergence rate in the literature contrary to the
On the other hand, we discuss how to construct linear and nonlinear classes G of zeromean control functionals, which do not depend on the normalizing constant of π(x) and derive the corresponding convergence rates of the EVM algorithm. We also carry out a thorough simulation study showing the performance of the proposed variance reduction algorithm.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 some general results on the properties of the empirical minimization procedure (3) are presented. Section 3 is devoted to the construction of a suitable class of control functionals. The convergence rates of the variance of the minimiser g n in (3) are derived in Section 3.1 and Section 3.2. Section 4 contains a through simulation study of the proposed algorithm. Finally, all proofs can be found in Section 6.
General analysis of EVM algorithm
In this section we develop several bounds for the empirical variance minimization, which is a particular case of empirical minimization of U-statistics. Previously this question was considered by [3] and applied to the ranking problems. Our approach will be slightly different, since we will not directly use the so-called symmetrization techniques. Moreover, we will consider the empirical variance minimization of specifically chosen nets.
Fix a class G of bounded functions on X with sup g∈G g ∞ ≤ b, where g ∞ = sup x∈X |g(x)|. Given an i.i.d. sample X 1 , . . . , X n from π, we want to understand the properties of the minimizer
where V n (g) is the empirical variance, defined by (4) . Let us denote
Instead of analyzing g we consider a slightly different and somewhat more easily computable quantity. Assume that given η > 0, the set G η,1 ⊆ G consists of centres of the minimal η-covering net of G with respect to the L 1 (π) distance. Further set
with V n defined in (4) . In what follows, N L 1 (G, ε) stands for the ε-covering number of G in L 1 (π)-distance, i.e., the minimal number of balls of radius ε > 0 in L 1 (π) needed to cover G. Now we can define a fixed point
where
) is the so-called metric entropy of the set G.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that G is convex, for all g ∈ G it holds Eg = c with some absolute c > 0, and
Then with probability at least 1 − δ it holds
where stands for inequality up to an absolute positive constant and the first variance is taken conditionally on the sample X 1 , . . . , X n used to compute g η, 1 .
In some cases, we are also able to use L 2 (π)-distance. Let for some η > 0, G η,2 ⊆ G be the minimal η-covering net of G with respect to L 2 (π)-distance. Define
be the corresponding fixed point. The following result holds.
Theorem 2.2. Assume that G contains a constant function g ≡ c, and sup g∈G g ∞ ≤ b.
. Then with probability at least 1 − δ it holds
where the variance is taken conditionally on the sample X 1 , . . . , X n used to compute g η, 1 .
where the variance is taken conditionally on the sample X 1 , . . . , X n used to compute g η,2 .
Remark 2.3. It follows from Theorem 2.2 that for classes with log(N L 2 (G, ε)) ≤ C with some constant C > 0, the convergence rate of the variance Var( g η,2 (X)) to zero is of order
In general our three bounds are not comparable. The bound (5) only requires convexity of the class G, however when a constant is in the class G and γ (7) is preferable.
The following simple example shows that the rate 1/n can not be improved even if the class G consists of exactly two functions.
Lemma 2.4. There is a class G = {g 1 , g 2 } of two bounded functions and a sequence P of n-dependent distributions such that Eg 1 (X) = Eg 2 (X). Moreover there is an empirical variance minimizer based on i.i.d. sample X 1 , . . . , X n from P (n) with an output g achieving
with at least constant probability.
Proof. Consider an abstract set X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } and two functions defined by g 0 (x) ≡ 0 and
). Define the distribution of X by P(X = x 1 ) = P(X = x 2 ) = ε and P(X = x 3 ) = 1 − 2ε. Obviously, we have Eg 0 (X) = Eg 1 (X) = 0, Var(g 0 (X)) = 0 and Var(g 1 (X)) = 2ε. It is also straightforward to see that there is an empirical variance minimizer g that selects g 1 every time when x 1 or x 2 are not in the sample. So, as long as x 1 or x 2 are not in the sample X 1 , . . . , X n we have Var[ g(X)|X 1 , . . . , X n ] = Var(g 1 (X)) > ε. Let n = n(ε) be a random variable equal to the number of i.i.d. points that we need to obtain at least one copy of x 1 of x 2 in our sample. It is easy to see that n(ε) has geometric distribution with mean
⌉−1 ≥ c 0 for some absolute constant c 0 . Then with the constant probability, a sample of size n ≤ 1 2ε
produces Var[ g(X)|X 1 , . . . , X n ] > ε, this means that given n we have
Specification analysis
Suppose that d > 1 and assume that π(x) > 0 for all x ∈ X. To shorten notation, we write ∂ i instead of
for a partial derivative w.r.t. i-th coordinate. We consider general control functionals of the form:
with φ ∈ Φ for a class Φ of vector-functions φ with coordinates φ i 1 i 2 ...i k (x), i 1 , . . . , i k ∈ {1, . . . , d}, k ∈ {1, . . . , d} such that all partial derivatives above exist. Note that the functional (8) is invariant under multiplication of the density π by a constant. The latter property is quite desirable in applications of MC to Bayesian statistics. In some cases, one can take partial derivatives of order more than one with respect to one variable. Under some conditions which we will specify later, we have E[ζ φ (X)] = 0. Set
In order to apply the results of Section 2 to control functionals (8), we either need to check that the corresponding class of functions g φ (x) = f (x) − ζ φ (x), φ ∈ Φ, is convex or to verify that there is φ * ∈ Φ such that g φ * (x) ≡ c (and hence Var[f (X) − ζ φ * (X)] = 0). In the sequel, for the sake of clarity, we restrict ourselves to the case of rectangular sets of the form 
Linear classes
We start with application of Theorem 2.1 to linear classes. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to control functionals with only the first-order partial derivatives involved, i.e.,
Note that these control functionals are studied in [9] . Let (h i (x)) ∞ i=1 be a set of basis functions on X. For a fixed natural m ∈ N, we can consider finite dimensional approximations
In order to ensure that ζ a is a proper control functional, we need to impose some restrictions on the basis functions. Assumption 3.1. We assume that 1. ∂ i (h j (x)π(x)) exists everywhere on X, and
It holds for any
From the Fubini and the dominated convergence theorems, we conclude that if
Remind that for a given η > 0, G η,1 ⊆ G stands for a set of centres of the minimal η-covering net of G with respect to the L 1 (π)-distance, and
We can now formulate the following bound for the difference Var( g η,1 (X)) − Var(g * (X)). The proof can be found in Section 6.2.
be a set of basis functions fulfilling Assumption 3.1 and let A be a bounded convex subset of R. Then for some η > 0 (specified in the proof ) with probability at least 1 − δ it holds
where Var( g η,1 (X)) stands for the conditional variance of g η,1 (X) given the data X 1 , . . . , X n used to construct g η,1 .
Zero-variance classes
To apply Theorem 2.2, one should check that the class
is a zero-variance class, i.e., that G contains a constant function g(x) ≡ c. This can be done in the following way. Consider the equation
contains derivatives of φ, this leads, in general, to a partial differential equation (PDE). Let φ * be any solution of this equation, then ζ φ * is a zero-variance control functional, i.e.,
If we would know some properties of φ * , we could choose Φ such that φ * ∈ Φ. The more we know about φ * , the smaller Φ we can take (in order to reduce the complexity of the optimization problem over Φ). In particular, if we know φ * analytically, we can take Φ = {φ * }. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict our attention to a special case of (8) with only the partial derivative of order d involved, i.e., we consider the control functionals ζ φ : X → R of the form
for a function φ : X → R. Here and subsequently, C(X) stands for the set of continuous functions. Now let us specify the class Φ. Definition 3.3. We say that φ ∈ Φ if
Using the Fubini theorem and the dominated convergence theorems, we immediately derive 
In the following lemma we find a solution to this PDE and describe its properties.
Lemma 3.5. It holds for any solution φ * (x) of the PDE (10),
is a solution of the PDE (10) which belongs to the class Φ. Remark 3.6. Although the solution φ * cannot be found explicitly (E is unknown), the formula (11) is still useful, as it allows one to derive some properties of the solution. In particular, this allows us to chose not a very large class Φ containing φ * in order to reduce the complexity of the optimization over Φ.
Let Φ 0 be a subset of Φ which will be specified later. Set
. In the sequel, we consider a restricted class G 0,η consisting of centres of the minimal η-covering net of G 0 with respect to
In the next theorem, we show that, for some specific Φ 0 ⊂ Φ, φ * ∈ Φ 0 and Var[ g η ] → 0 as n → ∞. Moreover, we derive the corresponding convergence rates. Before we proceed, let us introduce weighted Sobolev spaces. We denote by H s p (X) the (real) Sobolev space, i.e. the set of all functions f ∈ L p (X) such that for every multi-index α with |α| ≤ s, the mixed partial derivative D α f exists in a weak sense and is in L p (X). Now we define a polynomial weighting function x β := (1 + |x| 2 ) β/2 parameterized by β ∈ R, where |x| is the Euclidean norm of x ∈ X. For s − d/p > 0, the weighted Sobolev space is defined by
and under a proper choice of η > 0 (specified in the proof ) it holds with probability at least 1 − δ,
where Var( g η (X)) stands for the conditional variance of g η (X) given the data X 1 , . . . , X n used to construct g η .
Examples
In this section we exemplify Theorem 3.7 for X = R in the situations where π decays exponentially and polynomially. Let us first define the class of functions with derivatives growing not faster than a polynomial
We begin with the case when π(x) ∝ e −c|x| α , α ≥ 1.
β ) for any p > 0 and β ∈ R. Moreover, let s ≥ 1 and let F be a bounded subset F ⊆ H s p (R, x β ) with p > 1 and β > s + 1/2, such that π(f − E) ∈ F . Set Φ 0 = {φ ∈ Φ : (πφ) ′ ∈ F }. Then for some η > 0 with probability at least 1 − δ it holds
In applications, it can be more convenient to consider an approximation of Φ 0 defined in Corollary 3.8. It is possible, but we should be careful and check whether φ * belongs to this approximation subclass Φ
We consider the class of functions with derivatives growing not faster than a polynomial of fixed order:
Then for some η > 0 it holds with probability at least 1 − δ,
Remark 3.10. Let us comment briefly on the case when π(x) ∝ e −c|x| α with α < 1. If we want to apply our results, we need to restrict ourselves to the case s = 1 and p < 1/(1−α). Indeed, π ′ (x) ∝ 1 |x| 1−α e −c|x| α , and the singularity at x = 0 leads to p < 1/(1 − α). The second derivative of π(x) does not belong to L p (R) for any p ≥ 1 and hence s = 1. Substituting this, we derive
We now turn to the next example with π(
′ ∈ F }. Then for some η > 0 it holds with probability at least 1 − δ,
pol<m (R) with m = s + l. Moreover, let Φ 0 be a bounded subset of C s+1 pol<m (R), such that φ * ∈ Φ 0 . Then it holds for some η > 0 with probability at least 1 − δ
Numerical study
In this section we study numerical performance of the EVM method. Given an i.i.d. sample X 1 , . . . , X n sampled according to the density π(x), we reduce the variance of the standard MC estimator
To choose a, we use the EVM algorithm on a training sample X 1 , . . . , X n train . Denote by a the corresponding estimate. Then we compute the sample variance of the original and variance reduced estimators
based on a new independent sample X 1 , . . . , X ntest with n train ≪ n test .
Linear control functionals
Let us first look at linear in a control functionals. In this case, it is natural to compare the empirical variance minimization (EVM) algorithm with the linear regression (LR) method, which is widely used in the literature.
One-dimensional case
We start with the one-dimensional case, d = 1, and take the control functional of the form
where a = (a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , a 3 ) ∈ R 4 . Note that ζ a (x) is linear in a and does not depend on the normalizing constant of π(x). We consider two examples of π(x): the standard normal density N(0, 1) and the exponential density Exp(1). In the first example, Eζ a (x) = 0 for all a ∈ R 4 . In the second case where π(x) is the exponential density, we need to impose the constraint a 0 = 0 because of the condition
see Assumption 3.1.
Remark 4.1. One can view (13) as an approximation of the solution of ζ φ (x) = f (x) − E (see Section 3.2), with a polynomial of order 3. Note that for complex φ * (x) we can not guarantee that this approximation is good. Nevertheless, the numerical results below show that this is a good strategy in many cases.
We generate n train = 500 sample points X 1 , . . . , X n train from π(x) and compute the EVM estimate a EVM := arginf
where V n is the empirical variance defined in (4). Alternatively we can use the leastsquares estimate
Then we compare the values σ 2 ntest,EVM := V ntest (f − ζ a EVM ) with σ 2 ntest,LR := V ntest (f − ζ a LR ) approximated via the corresponding empirical quantities based new independent sample of the size n test = 100 000. We also compare the efficiency of LR and EVM defined as
, where σ 2 ntest = V ntest (f ) and cost(g) is the cost of computing function g : X → R at one point. The results for different functions f are presented in Table 1 . Let us now turn to the multivariate case. Let d = 10 and
. . , n, be independent random vectors with independent and identically distributed components from π(x). We consider functions f (x) which have an additive structure. For such functions f (x), it is natural to use the control functionals of the form
Again, ζ a (x) is linear in a and does not depend on the normalizing constant of π(x). We consider two examples of π(x): the Normal density N(0, 1) and the Exponential density Exp(1). In the case of the Exponential density, we need to impose the constraint a i0 = 0 in order to guarantee that Eζ a (x) = 0. We compare the performance of both LR and EVM methods in the same manner as for d = 1. We compute the estimates a LR and a EVM on a training sample of the size n train = 500. Then we compare the sample variances σ 2 ntest,EVM with σ 2 ntest,LR and the corresponding efficiencies eff EVM with eff LR based on a new independent sample of the size n test = 100 000. The results are collected in Table 2 . Table 2 : Comparison of EVM and LR approaches in 10-dimensional case with a training sample of the size n train = 500 and a test sample of the size n test = 100 000. We consider random vectors with independent components and the following distributions: Normal distribution N(0, 1) and Exponential distribution Exp(1). It is interesting to compare the EVM and LR approaches on small training samples. We carry out this comparison for the Gaussian density π and the same control functional as before. The results for n train = n test = 100 are presented in the Table 3 . Table 3 : Comparison of EVM and LR approaches in 10-dimensional case with a training sample of the size n train = 100 and a test sample of the size n test = 100. We consider random vectors with independent standard normal N(0, 1) components. As the last numerical example with linear control functionals, we consider a zero mean Gaussian random vector N(0, Σ) in R d , d = 10, with an arbitrary covariance matrix Σ. We study the control functionals of the form
where ∂ i denotes the partial derivative w.r.t. i-th coordinate. Using Fubini and dominated convergence theorems, it can be proved that E[ζ a (X)] = 0 for all a. To generate the covariance matrix Σ, we do the following. First, we generate an orthogonal matrix Q by applying a QR decomposition to a matrix with independent and uniformly distributed on [−1, 1] entries. Then we take a diagonal matrix Λ = diag{0.2, 0.4, . . . , 2} and set Σ = QΛQ ⊤ . Note that the eigenvalues of Σ are different but not very large. We compare the performance of both LR and EVM methods in the same manner as for d = 1. We compute the estimates a LR and a EVM on a training sample of the size n train = 500. Then we compare the sample variances σ 2 ntest,EVM with σ 2 ntest,LR and the corresponding efficiencies eff EVM with eff LR based on a new independent sample of the size n test = 10 000. The results are given in the Table 4 . We see that besides f (x) = x 2 the efficiency for EVM and LR is less than 1. This can be explained in the following way. Any of the summands in ζ a (x),
is a polynomial of degree 1 or 2, correspondingly (namely, they are shifted probabilists' Hermite polynomials). The squared Euclidean norm, f (x) = x 2 , is also a polynomial of degree 2, and hence can be well approximated with summands in ζ a (x). Other functions are more complicated, and polynomials of degree 1 and 2 (without a constant) give a poor approximation for them. We improve these results below by using non-linear control functionals.
Nonlinear control functionals 4.2.1 Multivariate Gaussian distribution.
Consider again a zero-mean Gaussian random vector N(0, Σ) in R 10 with an arbitrary covariance matrix Σ. We consider the control functionals of the form
where a ∈ R d×4 and B is an arbitrary matrix. Obviously, ζ a,B (x) is not linear in B. Using Fubini and dominated convergence theorems, we can show that E[ζ a,B (X)] = 0 for all a and B. Define ( a, B) := arginf
where V n is the empirical variance defined in (4). We generate the matrix Σ as in the previous experiment, see Section 4.1.3. Then we compute the estimate ( a, B). To make the optimization problem simpler, we take the sample covariance matrix B =Σ as a starting point in our optimization algorithm. After that we compute the values σ 2 ntest , σ 2 ntest,EVM , and eff EVM using a new independent testing sample of the size n test = 10 000. The results are shown in the Table 5 . By comparing Table 5 with Table 4 , one can observe a clear advantage of using nonlinear control functionals. Table 5 : Performance of the control functionals from (15) on the Gaussian distribution in R 10 with an arbitrary covariance matrix. We take a training sample of the size n train = 500 and a testing sample of the size n test = 10 000. 
Performance of the control functionals with higher order derivatives
In the Section 3.2 we considered the control functionals of the form
for a function φ : X → R. In Theorem 3.7, we derive the corresponding convergence rates for Var g η , where
In this section we show that such control functionals perform better than ones considered before if the function f (x) has a product structure. Let us look at the following control functionals
where a ∈ R 9 . We compare the performance of both ζ 1 a (x) and ζ 2 a (x). To do this, we compute the EVM estimates a 1 and a 2 on a training sample of the size n train = 500. Then we compare the sample variances σ 2 ntest,1 and σ 2 ntest,2 and the efficiencies eff 1 and eff 2 computed using a new independent testing sample of the size n test = 100 000. The results are presented in the Table 6 . 
Basket options
In this section we study the performance of nonlinear functionals for the problem of pricing the so-called basket options. Specifically, we consider the European option with the payoff function
where (x) + = max{0, x} and K is a strike price. The stock prices X 1 (t), . . . , X d (t) are modelled using independent geometric Brownian motions
where W 1 , . . . , W d are independent Brownian motions, µ is the percentage drift, and σ is the percentage volatility. For arbitrary initial values X i (0) = X 0 i , i = 1, . . . , d, the above SDE has the analytic solution: each asset X i (t) has the log-normal distribution with a probability density function
We are interested in computing the expected payoff Ef (X 1 (T ), . . . , X d (T )) for a fixed time T > 0. Since the analytical solution to this problem is not available, one has to estimate this expectation using Monte-Carlo. We consider the control functionals of two types (16) with a = (a 10 , . . . , a d0 , a 11 , . . . , a d1 ) ∈ R d×2 and (17) with a = (a 10 , . . . , a d0 , a 11 , . . . , a d1 , a 12 , . . . , a d2 ) ∈ R d×3 . Note that both ζ Table 7 and Table 8 . One can see a significant variance reduction effect for both types of functionals. Especially remarkable is the performance of the functional ζ 2 a (x) in dimension d = 100. Table 9 and Table 10 . Table 9 : Performance of the control functional ζ 
Outlook
We proposed generic EVM variance reduction algorithm and studied its properties for general classes of control functionals. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods have become very popular in recent years especially in the area of high-dimensional Bayesian statistics, where they are widely used to compute posterior quantities. The EVM approach is directly applicable also to MCMC algorithms. However, the convergence properties of the MCMC based EVM algorithms are still open and need to be studied. The main difficulty lies in the fact that the elements of the simulated sample are not any longer independent and the general results of Section 2 are not applicable anymore. An extension of the analysis in Section 2 to the dependent case is a challenging problem for future research.
Proofs

Proof of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2
Consider the so-called excess loss class
Proof. Consider two independent random variables X and Y distributed according to π. It holds
Simultaneously, since G is convex and Eg(X) = c for all g ∈ G, we may consider g * as a projection of the constant c on the convex class G in L 2 (π) space. Using the properties of projections on convex sets, we immediately have E(g
The claim follows.
Lemma 2. Let G be such that for any g ∈ G, g ∞ ≤ 1. Assume also that a constant function is in G. Then for all h ∈ L Eh 2 ≤ 4Eh.
Proof. Since G contains a constant function and the variance of a constant function is 0, g * (x) := arginf g∈G Var(g) is a constant function. Hence,
and the proof is complete.
Let us denote
where V n (g) is the empirical variance and X 1 , . . . , X n is a sample from π(x). We will sometimes write h n instead of h n (g). Observe that Eh n (g) = Var(g) − Var(g * ). The following inequality is provided in [3] and [6] .
Lemma 3 (Bernstein-type inequality for U-statistics). Assume that for all
Let us now proceed with the proof of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2. We first prove the inequalities (5) and (6) for the case sup g∈G g ∞ ≤ 1.
Since
Remind that G η,1 ⊆ G is an η-covering net of G with respect to the L 1 (π) distance. Given an empirical risk minimizer g η,1 = arginf
and therefore we need to bound Eh n ( g η,1 ). For any c > 0 (namely, we may take c = 1), it holds
First we analyze sup g∈G η,1 (Eh n (g) − (1 + c)h n (g)). Fix any t ≥ 0. Under the conditions of Lemma 1 or Lemma 2, we have Eh 2 ≤ 16Eh. In what follows, we use the one sided version of the Bernstein-type concentration inequality for U-statistics (18) and choose c = 1.
where in the last inequality we have used that . Now we analyze the term
For the expectation we have
Using Bernstein-type inequality again we have
we have with probability at least 1 −
and using the union bound we have with probability at least 1 − δ
Both (5) and (6) follow for the case sup g∈G g ∞ ≤ 1. The general case sup g∈G g ∞ ≤ b will be considered later. Now we proceed with the proof of the inequality (7). Using Lemma 2, we have for all
Simultaneously, since g * is equal to a constant it holds for all g ∈ G (19)
As before, G η,2 ⊆ G is an η-covering net of G with respect to the L 2 (π) distance and
Given an empirical risk minimizer g η,2 denote by g * η,2 ∈ G η,2 an arbitrary function η-close to g * . Since g * is equal to a constant, we have Eh n ( g η,2 ) = Var( g η,2 ). For any c > 0 (namely, we may take c = 1), it holds
where g * η,2 ∈ G η,2 is an arbitrary function η-close to g * in L 2 (π). In the same manner we choose c = 1 and apply the Bernstein-type concentration inequality (18) P sup
the last expression is bounded by . Now we analyze the term
From (19) it holds for the expectation
Using Bernstein-type inequality again, we have
Finally, we choose
. Using the union bound, we have with probability at least 1 − δ
Finally, we consider the general value of b. Given b we consider the class G * of functions of the form g/b for G ∈ g. The results obviously follow.
Proof of Theorem 3.2
To apply Theorem 2.1 we need to check that
is convex. This can be done directly. Let g 1 , g 2 ∈ G be arbitrary functions,
Then for λ ∈ [0, 1]
Since A is a convex set, λg 1 (x)+(1−λ)g 2 (x) ∈ G. Hence G is convex. A direct application of Theorem 2.1 gives us the bound
Now we need to bound the fixed point γ L 1 (G, n) which is defined by
where bη) ) is the metric entropy of the set G. Let us look at the
where · L 1 is the L 1 -norm w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure. Let l 1 be Manhattan distance on vectors. We have
where the last inequality follows from the direct computation. Now we need to find inf η > 0 : log dm bη 
Proof of Lemma 3.5
It obviously holds for any solution φ(x) of the ODE ζ φ (
To check that φ * (x) defined in (11) is a solution to this ODE, we multiply it by the density
Direct computation yields that
is a solution. Let us check now that φ * ∈ Φ. It obviously holds
simultaneously for all i = 1, . . . , d. Indeed, if there is x k → A k then we have integration over the measure zero set, and if
The proof is complete.
Proof of Theorem 3.7
Let us first remind the definition of bracketing metric entropy. Given the two functions
Lr(µ) (F, ε) of a (non-empty) set F is the minimal number of brackets of L r (µ)-size less than or equal to ε, 0 < ε < ∞, necessary to cover F . The logarithm of the bracketing number is called the L r (µ)-bracketing metric entropy H [ ] Lr(µ) (F, ε). Before we proceed to the proof, let us refer to the general result from [7] (Corollary 4) which will help us to bound metric entropy of the class H Proof. First we bound the metric entropy of F by the bracketing metric entropy. If f ∈ F is in the 2ε-bracket [l, u], l, u ∈ F , then it is in the ball of radius ε around (l + u)/2. So,
(F, 2ε). Now our aim is to check the condition sup µ∈M x γ−β Lr(µ) < ∞ for the one element set M = {λ} and r = 2, where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure. By definition,
To understand when this integral is finite, we consider the standard polar coordinate system in R d , i.e.
x 1 = r cos θ 1 , x 2 = r sin θ 1 cos θ 2 , . . . Let us turn to the proof of Theorem 3.7. To apply Theorem 2.2, we need to bound γ L 2 (G, n). Let us consider the L 2 (π) distance between two functions g 1 (x), g 2 (x) ∈ G 0 .
Thus the L 2 (π) distance in the class G 0 is equal to L 2 (λ) distance (w.r.t. the Lebesgue measure λ) between the corresponding functions ∂ 1 . . . ∂ d (φπ), φ ∈ Φ 0 . Let us define the set of such functions
It holds
If H L 2 (F, bε 0 ) ≤ nε 0 for some ε 0 > 0, then H L 2 (π) (G 0 , bε) ≤ nε 0 . Hence, The proof is complete.
